In this paper we obtain new characterizations of the Zemanian spaces H, and HI,
A H Zemanian [7, Ch 5] introduced the space H, (# E IR) of functions as follows a complex valued smooth function (x), x E I (0, c), is in H u if, and only if, the quantity IX 1/2 %,.h() sup (x-'D)(x -''-(z)) < c is finite, for every n, k N. This space endowed the topology generated by {7',},,,kzr is a Fr6chet space In the sequel we will refer to the above topology as the usual topology of H, Zemanian (2) for every n E N. Moreover we prove that the usual topology of H u can be defined by the family of seminorms {Zn, /u},N and a new characterization for the elements of H, is obtained. In the sequel we will assume that/ > . IROISITION 1. A complex valued smooth function 4(z), z E I, is in H u if, and only if, q satisfies (1) and (2) for every n 11. PROOF. It is clear that if 4 H u then q satisfies (1) and (2) for every n N. Let now 4 be a complex valued smooth function defined on I. To see that (1) We now prove a new ehaetion for the clients of H the du spa of Hu. The prure employ is ogous the one u by e author d by J. J. Betcor d I. ero [2] . On the other hand, the inequalities (6), (7) and (8) is continuous when JH, is endowed with the topology induced by L (0, 00)+. Hence, by invoking th,e Hahn-Banach Theorem L can be extended to L (0, oo) 2+2 as a member of (L (0, 00)2+2) , the dual space of L(0,00)2+. Since, as it is well known. L(0,00)'= Lo(0,00) there exist f, gt, Lo (0, 00), k N, 0 < k < r, such that (f, qb) ((fk,xkh.) + (gk,xk+"+l/2(x-lD)k(X-"-l/2))) e H k=0 Therefore y h'. + (-k=0 Thus the proof of necesmy if finished.
Conversely, if f is a linear functional defined on H, by (5) 
